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259 Do white matter hyperintensities on MRI
matter clinically?
Yes, and they should prompt detailed
screening for stroke and dementia risk
factors, say Anders Wallin and
Tormod Fladby
>> Research, p 288
260 Calcium supplements in people with
osteoporosis
Should not be given without concomitant
treatment for osteoporosis, say
John G F Cleland and colleagues
>> Research, p 289
261 Pharmacological enhancement of
performance in doctors
The benefits have not been proved, and
more evidence is needed, say Colin Sugden
and colleagues
262 Promoting self care for minor illness
Is worthwhile but hard to achieve,
say Irwin Nazareth and Elizabeth Murray
264 Oral immunotherapy for peanut allergy
A potentially important advance, but long
term effectiveness and safety need to
be established, say Aziz Sheikh and
colleagues

LETTERS
265 Coalition plans for English NHS;
Bronchiectasis
266 Delays in paediatric surgery; GAVI and WHO;
AIDS and elderly people
267 Symmetrical polyarthritis; Medical
complicity in torture
268 Competing interests; Tax on sugared drinks;
BMJ on obesity

NEWS
269 Cut science funding at your peril, MPs warn
chancellor Osborne
Poor mentoring is blamed for infant deaths
after surgery
270 UK ranks eighth out of 13 countries on drug
prescribing
Bulletin says removal of Mixtard 30 will be
costly and disrupt patient care
Report wants pooled funding to meet older
people’s care costs
271 Working time directive puts lives at risk,
surgeons claim
272 Scottish NHS should not be exempt from
budget cuts
US doctors are urged to support women to
have vaginal delivery after a prior caesarean
273 UK aid policy for women’s health to focus on
family planning, says minister
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274 Agencies act to avert “public health
catastrophe” after floods in Pakistan
US doctors’ organisations criticise insurance
companies’ ratings
275 Doctors who train overseas perform as well
as US colleagues
Avandia adviser may be probed for possible
conflicts of interest

SHORT CUTS
276 What’s new in the other general journals

MARTIN MONTI

EDITORIALS

FEATURES

Clinical Review, p 292

OBSERVATIONS

The separation barrier in Jerusalem, p 278

278 A debate between Israeli and Palestinian
doctors
A discussion between Mark Clarfield
(Israel) and Jumana Odeh (Occupied
Palestinian Territories), facilitated by
Tony Waterston

BMJ BLOGS
282 Bring back the white coat
Andrew Burd
ETHICS MAN
283 When is restraint appropriate?
Daniel K Sokol

ANALYSIS
284 Helping poorer countries make locally
informed health decisions
Health spending in low income countries is
too often driven by outside pressure rather
than local evidence. Kalipso Chalkidou,
Ruth Levine, and Andrew Dillon report on
efforts to help them match spending to
local needs

Health in Rwanda, p 284

RESEARCH
287 Research highlights:
the pick of BMJ research papers this week

288 The clinical importance of white matter
hyperintensities on brain magnetic
resonance imaging: systematic review and
meta-analysis
Stéphanie Debette, H S Markus 		
>> Editorial, p 259
289 Effect of calcium supplements on risk of
myocardial infarction and cardiovascular
events: meta-analysis
Mark J Bolland, Alison Avenell, John A Baron,
Andrew Grey, Graeme S MacLennan,
Greg D Gamble, Ian R Reid
>> Editorial, p 260

Next time: trial by scar, p 272

Squamous cell carcinoma of the skin, p 290
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290 Genus β human papillomaviruses and
incidence of basal cell and squamous cell
carcinomas of skin: population based casecontrol study
Margaret R Karagas, Tim Waterboer, Zhongze
Li, Heather H Nelson, Kristina M Michael, Jan
Nico Bouwes Bavinck, Ann E Perry, Steven
K Spencer, Janet Daling, Adele C Green,
Michael Pawlita, for the New Hampshire Skin
Cancer Study Group
291 Inequalities in premature mortality in
Britain: observational study from 1921
to 2007
Bethan Thomas, Danny Dorling, George
Davey Smith

CLINICAL REVIEW
292 The vegetative state
Martin M Monti, Steven Laureys,
Adrian M Owen

PRACTICE
RATIONAL TESTING
297 Investigating mildly abnormal serum
aminotransferase values
Jeremy F L Cobbold, Quentin M Anstee,
Howard C Thomas
A PATIENT’S JOURNEY
299 Two hip replacements
Pat Tomlinson, Geoffrey J Stranks

VIEWS AND REVIEWS
PERSONAL VIEW
302 Zimbabwe’s health system is starting to
function again
Kate Adams
REVIEWS
303 Teach Us to Sit Still by Tim Parks
Christopher Martyn
304 Injustice by Daniel Dorling and Ill Fares the
Land by Tony Judt
Robin Stott
BETWEEN THE LINES
305 A slippery slope
Theodore Dalrymple

Zimbabwe’s health system, p 302

MEDICAL CLASSICS
305 Tableau de l’Operation de la Taille
(Picture of a Lithotomy),
from the 5th Book for Bass Viol
by Marin Marais
Desmond O’Neill
COLUMNISTS
306 Hair haters
Margaret McCartney
Ye olde Tudor health market
Wendy Moore

Valsalva retinopathy, p 308

ENDGAMES
307 Quiz page for doctors in training

Bass Viol, p 305

MINERVA
OBITUARIES
301 Wyn Vaughan Evans; Ridley Gibson;
John Magoveny King; John Patrick Sexton;
Thomas Frederick Stoyle; Basil Wolman

308 Gay men and the female condom, and
other stories

Christmas 2010: Deadline for submissions
Please submit your articles for consideration for this year’s Christmas issue by 20 September.
• Go to
http://submit.bmj.com
for more details about
online submission.
And remember to
mention in your
covering letter that
your article is intended
for the Christmas
issue (it’s not always
obvious). No spoofs,
please.
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1.31 Hazard ratio for the

risk of myocardial infarction
in patients taking calcium
supplements compared with
those on placebo

(Research, p 289)
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Up to 40% Proportion
of patients with a diagnosis
of vegetative state who
might retain some level of
consciousness according to
large retrospective clinical
audits

(Clinical Review, p 292)

20-30% The estimated
prevalence of non-alcoholic
fatty liver disease in Western
populations (Practice, p 297)

PICTURE OF THE WEEK
“The Finger Assisted Nephrectomy of
Professor Nadey Hakim and the World
Presidents of the International College
of Surgeons in Chicago” by Henry Ward
is exhibited as part of the BP Portrait
Awards at the National Portrait Gallery
London until 19 September. The group
portrait is composed in a similar way to
Rembrandt’s “The Anatomy Lesson of
Dr Nicolaes Tulp”, and it came about as a
collaboration between Professor Hakim
and Henry Ward to raise awareness for
legal organ donations

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
Last week we asked: “Should rosiglitazone be
withdrawn?”

80% said yes (total 187 votes cast)

This week’s questions is:“Have you ever taken
modafinil, methylphenidate, or atomoxetine to
boost your cognitive performance?”

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

“ It is easy to dismiss the use of restraints as barbaric and undignified, as
remnants of the bad old days when it was undoubtedly abused, but such
an outright dismissal ignores the realities on the ground”
(Ethics Man, p 283)
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EDITOR’S CHOICE

Images of doctors
His review is a fine
example of why it is
good to do something
you wouldn’t normally
do—it usually opens
your eyes in a new
way

• Twitter Follow the editor,
Fiona Godlee, at twitter.com/
fgodlee and the BMJ ’s latest at
twitter.com/bmj_latest

What picture of doctors emerges from this week’s
journal? Forget the news stories—which have
the usual fare of doctors being investigated
for conflicts of interest (p 275), and defending
themselves and their patients against various sorts
of bureaucracy (p 274). Look instead at the rest
of the journal. Here is a succession of images of
doctors as people who think completely differently
from their patients; are part of the problem when it
comes to social inequality; are susceptible to moral
deformation through the pursuit of ambition; yet
talk to each other across a big divide.
Not surprisingly, most of these images come
from the review pages. They start with Christopher
Martyn’s funny review of Tim Parks’s book, Teach us
to Sit Still: A Sceptic’s Search for Health and Healing
(p 303). Martyn clearly doesn’t enjoy the book,
which is about the author’s search for treatment
and acceptance of his prostate pain, and he doesn’t
think his readers will: “Obviously this book wasn’t
written for doctors, and I’m doubtful whether they
will enjoy it much.” Yet his review is a fine example
of why it is good to do something you wouldn’t
normally do—it usually opens your eyes in a new
way. And so it is with this book. Martyn suggests
that the book’s moral is that “intelligent, educated,
and apparently rational people may think about
their health and illnesses in ways that hardly begin
to overlap with ours.”
Christopher Martyn would probably not have read
Tim Parks’s book if he hadn’t been asked by the
BMJ’s reviews editor, but Robin Stott has happily read
the two books that he reviewed (p 304). Their subject
is social inequalities and why these have grown
so dramatically since the 1950s in Anglo-Saxon
societies. “Both authors believe that many people
in society’s privileged sectors hold such views [that
Articles appearing in this print journal have already
been published on bmj.com, and the version in print
may have been shortened. bmj.com also contains
material that is supplementary to articles: this will be
indicated in the text (references are given as w1, w2,
etc) and be labelled as extra on bmj.com.
Please cite all articles by year, volume, and elocator
(rather than page number), eg BMJ 2009;338:b145.
A note on how to cite each article appears at the end of
each article, and this is the form the reference will take
in PubMed and other indexes.

Career Focus, jobs, and
courses appear after p 306
The BMJ is printed on 100%
recycled paper (except the cover)
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the poor are less able, the children of the rich more
worthy recipients of the best university education].
Thus the everyday life of communities entrench the
inequalities, making it ever more difficult to reverse
them.” Stott bemoans the fact that the health
professions have offered no leadership and “in our
own lifestyles and choices we often perpetuate or
even aggravate inequality.”
The protagonist of Shusako Endo’s novel, The
Sea and Poison, makes some very wrong choices.
As Theodore Dalrymple explains, the novel is about
a young doctor in wartime Japan who “through
being too weak to refuse, takes part in a murderous
experiment on an American prisoner” (p 305).
It was published in 1958, before the scale of
experimentation on prisoners was well known. “Most
of the doctors . . . are motivated by ambition and are
discomfited not by their conscience but only by the
prospect of exposure and disgrace.”
Doctors are somewhat redeemed in the first of our
occasional series of “dialogues” on difficult subjects
(p 278). Tony Waterston, a British paediatrician,
facilitated an email discussion between Jumana
Odeh from Palestine and Mark Clarfield from Israel
on cooperation between Israeli and Palestinian
doctors. Clarfield is an optimist about what
such collaboration can achieve. Odeh, while
acknowledging the usefulness of individual actions,
is more pessimistic about a dialogue over health
that ignores the political situation. I was reminded of
Christopher Martyn’s earlier words: these two “think
about . . . health and illnesses in ways that hardly
begin to overlap.”
Jane Smith, deputy editor, BMJ jsmith@bmj.com
Cite this as: BMJ 2010;341:c4219
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